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Introduction and schedule for the workshop 
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Workshops were held in Leeds and London on 30 and 31 July, 2014 to 

engage commissioners and providers of acute NHS funded-health care on 

the proposed changes to the National Tariff 2015/16. Over 60 people 

attended each session. 

 

This record gives an overview of the slides presented, together with 

summaries of feedback captured through plenary discussion and from the 

table posters which were used to capture the discussion.  

 

The workshops addressed... Pages 

Overview of the proposals for 2015/16 3-14 

The efficiency factor 15-16 

Promoting value in acute services without national 

prices 

17-24 

Local payment design examples 25-30 

A range of other issues chosen by the delegates 31-40 

Enforcing the national tariff 41-43 

INTRODUCTION AND SCHEDULE 

Responses to the 

engagement 

documents and 

comments on draft 

national prices are 

due by midday on 

Friday 15 August 



Overview of the proposals for 2015/16 



What is this session about? 
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The process for setting the 2015/16 national tariff 

Key themes for 2015/16  

How you can get involved 

The principles for decision-making 

Our engagement documents and the proposals they set out 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 



Overview of the process for 2015/16 
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July 2014 Autumn 2014 

National prices 
methodology 
discussion 

paper 

National tariff 
engagement 
documents 

National tariff 
document 
statutory 

consultation 

National tariff 
document for 

2015/16 

Discussion of 

the options for 

the price-setting 

methodology for 

2015/16 

Engagement on 

our proposals 

Statutory 

consultation on 

proposals for 

the national 

tariff for 2015/16 

Final 

publication of 

the national 

tariff payment 

system for 

2015/16  

April 2014 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 



Key themes for 2015/16 
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Maintaining financial discipline while promoting high quality care in 

tough conditions 

Encouraging transition to new payment designs at pace and scale 

Strengthening the ‘building blocks’ of the national tariff 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 



Principles for developing proposals 
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Transparency 

Effective 

sector 

engagement 

Evidence-

based 

Impact 

assessment 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 
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National prices
Local 

payment 
arrangements

Glossary of 
terms

Price-setting 
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on local 

payment 
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What is in the engagement documents? 
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OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 



Proposals for national currencies 
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Move to 2011/12 HRG design (plus adjustments already in 2014/15) 

New national prices for 4 HRGs 

Update high-cost drugs and devices list 

New heart failure best practice tariff + higher thresholds for 4 BPTs 

Update factors for assigning maternity pathways  

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 



Proposals for price-setting model 
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Modelling national prices from 2011/12 reference costs 

Comprehensive data cleaning rules 

Seeking views on the appropriate cost base for calculating prices 

Thorough quality-assurance and manual adjustments process 

Updating the short stay emergency tariff bands and eligibility 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 



Proposals for cost adjustments to calculate 

national prices 
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Index costs to tariff year using factors from previous national tariffs  

Retain last year’s approach to cost uplift factors, introduce 

consultative process for service development uplift 

Single efficiency factor approach, proposed within range of  3 – 5% 

Engage on policy options for addressing ‘additional actions’ that 

constitute tariff leakage 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 



Proposals for national variations 
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Remove the transitional arrangements for: 

• maternity pathway 

• unbundled diagnostic imaging in outpatients 

• chemotherapy delivery and external beam radiotherapy 

Retain the marginal rate rule and 30-day readmission rule while 

reviewing long-term reform of payment arrangements for urgent 

and emergency care 

Retain market forces factor and specialist top-ups while reviewing 

long-term cost drivers. Consider appropriateness of top-ups in 

light of currency/cost base changes for 2015/16 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 



Proposals for local payment arrangements 
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Guidance on mental health – rules and principles, cluster-based 

reporting 

Supporting innovation by providing examples of payment designs 

Retain rule on having regard to cost adjustment factors, engage on 

strengthening the guidance 

Two options for promoting value in acute services without national 

prices 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 



Proposed guidance for reporting requirements 
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Submitting local modifications by 30 September 2015 

Including plans to address structural issues in local modifications 

Identifying costs incurred due to service change for local variations 

Publishing on Monitor’s website decisions on local modifications 

Identifying how benefits will be measured for local variations 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS 



Questions for group discussion on 

efficiency factors 
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Group Interest Question 

A I am interested in the methodology used 

and modelling assumptions made when 

estimating the efficiency factor 

What are the key things to consider when 

using historical data to inform a decision 

about an efficiency factor that is applied to a 

future year?  

B I am interested in the judgements that 

need to be made to set the specific 

efficiency factor from the range provided 

by the models 

For an averagely efficient provider, what 

catch-up rate is reasonable in 1 year?  

C I am only interested in what the final 

number is 

How should we consider the impact of the 

efficiency factor on providers and 

commissioners to get to a value that is in the 

best interest of patients?  

All What would be the impact on your 

organisation of an efficiency factor of: 

3%, 4%, 5%? 

EFFICIENCY 

FACTORS 



Summary of feedback on efficiency factors 

• Efficiency will only come from major structural change  - efficiency gains can’t be made forever. 

Where is the evidence for what is really deliverable?  

• How can the tariff encourage different models and management at a local level? (This approach is 

not encouraging a system wide and collaborative response.) 

• A single efficiency factor is a mistake – there is huge divergence in pressures (7 day working, 

nursing ratios etc) – it is difficult to develop a single answer for all circumstances. Suggest a 

dynamic efficiency factor which recognises individual cost pressures. 

• Are we talking provider efficiency or efficiency for patients? How are patients involved in deciding 

this? 

• It is a shared problem, not just acute; there is a risk of pushing them further into deficit. 

• This is leading to movement away from PbR agreements. 

• Historical data may not be the most accurate data source especially if it 2-3 years old. Need to take 

into account demographic trends. 

• Efficiency factors based on individual providers (cost index). Low index score providers have less 

opportunities.  

• These efficiency factors (particularly 5%) will lead to trusts being in deficit, reducing patient choice 

and working against collaboration. Broad consensus that 3% is realistic although many are 

planning on 4% (given the caveats above). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EFFICIENCY 

FACTORS 
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Promoting value in acute services 

without national prices 



What is the issue? 
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Payment for acute services without national prices has increased 

much faster than payment for those with national prices 

Not looking at just prescribed services – there are a range of acute 

services outside national prices (eg non-consultant led outpatients) 

NHS England considering longer-term changes to the way it 

commissions acute service without national prices 

Lack of good costing and benchmarking data, and bias towards 

continuing with existing arrangements 

We have identified 2 options to address the issue 

PROMOTING VALUE IN ACUTE SERVICES WITHOUT NATIONAL PRICES 



Option 1 – strengthened guidance 
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Reiterate that local prices must comply with rules and principles in 

the national tariff (including reflecting efficient costs) 

Set out expectation that providers would demonstrate efficient 

costs of service through improved transparency 

Potentially change the NHS Standard Contract to strengthen 

provisions for commissioners to control reimbursement levels 

PROMOTING VALUE IN ACUTE SERVICES WITHOUT NATIONAL PRICES 



Option 2 – rules 
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New rule or change an existing local price-setting rule to limit the 

growth in the price paid for acute services without national prices 

by reference to past trends. For example: 

Introducing a marginal rate for services with established activity 

information flows, or indexation of block contract prices to a base 

year with marginal prices for volume adjustments 

Introducing service level revenue caps (eg for each commissioner) 

across multiple providers, with payment based on a provider’s 

share of total activity, with in-year monitoring 

We are also interested in views on alternative solutions that would 

achieve the same aim 

PROMOTING VALUE IN ACUTE SERVICES WITHOUT NATIONAL PRICES 



Potential additional requirements 
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We are considering 2 potential requirements which could be 

introduced in addition to either option. They are: 

Full disclosure by providers of activity and cost data relating to the 

services in question 

Provider service transformation plans that must be agreed with 

commissioners to secure greater efficiency for non-tariff services 

PROMOTING VALUE IN ACUTE SERVICES WITHOUT NATIONAL PRICES 



Points of clarification on promoting value 

in acute services 

• Q: What’s behind the upward trend (average price, total quantum)?  

• A: Overall spend is rising and the proportion going into these services is taking a  

bigger share (how much is driven by activity and how much by prices agreed?) 

• Comment: Local prices are usually in response to a commissioner wanting lower than 

the national tariff (eg changing models of care such as nurse led clinics). 

• Response: We do have some analysis – point well made. 

• Q: Can we have some numbers to characterise this problem? And what about policy? 

Eg the country wants more transplants which are not nationally priced. 

• Comment: Activity outside national tariff arose for a reason (eg specialist services 

prices can rise due to nature of activity). See next slide for supporting detail. 

• Q: Do we know these services are not promoting value or is it simply difficult to 

account for them? Maybe they are good value. 

• A: Good point; it may be that more work needs to be done to understand these 

issues. Maybe those without national tariffs are delivering value locally. 
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PROMOTING VALUE IN ACUTE SERVICES WITHOUT NATIONAL PRICES 



Supporting statistics on tariff expenditure 

Annual growth in expenditure (2007/8 – 2011/12): 

• National prices (PbR tariff) +4.5% per annum 

• Local prices (non-tariff) +8.4% per annum 

 

Expenditure split for 2012/13: 

• National prices (PbR tariff) ~ £30bn 

• Local prices (non-tariff) ~ £12bn 

PROMOTING VALUE IN ACUTE SERVICES WITHOUT NATIONAL PRICES 
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Summary of feedback on promoting value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROMOTING VALUE IN ACUTE SERVICES WITHOUT NATIONAL PRICES 

Questions for groups: 

• What should our response be to the upward trend in payment for acute services without national 

prices? 

• How well would each of the options achieve the policy goal of promoting value for patients? Take 

into account payments for services without national prices, and accelerating convergence to 

prices that reflect the most efficient costs. Is there a better alternative? 

• What issues would need to be considered in implementing each option? 
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Feedback: 

• Increase in total quantum of cost is not an issue per se (driven by more local prices for redesigned 

services such as ambulatory care). 

• Quantum of non-tariff services is increasing because the tariff has changed and more activity is 

now outside (eg unbundling of diagnostics, the increase in the categories for high cost drug and 

device exclusion). 

• Need for clarity on why this is an issue (is it simply untidy?) Need to separate activity and pricing. 

For instance is it due to: 

– growth of activity in existing locally priced services? 

– activity moved from national prices to local prices? 

– an increase in unit price of existing locally priced services? 

• The contract already has the levers to control the provider so the commissioner has the control 

• If anything we should strengthen guidance to support local price setting to ensure value. This 

includes clarification of expected level of transparency/granularity in costings and expectations on 

reasonable margins that should be negotiated. 

• ‘Value for patients’ needs definition if we are to improve it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Local payment design examples 



What are we trying to achieve? 
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We want to encourage transition to new payment designs 

Transition should be in a considered and systematic way 

For 2015/16 we want to encourage local adoption of promising 

payment approaches 

The approach will be evaluated and considered for national roll-out 

in future years 

LOCAL PAYMENT DESIGN EXAMPLES 



What are local payment design examples? 
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Conduct case studies Test proof of concept 

Tested within the NHS? 

Payment arrangements that deliver: 

• better outcomes for patients 

• more efficient resource use 

• appropriate risk allocation 

Yes No 

LOCAL PAYMENT DESIGN EXAMPLES 



The payment examples we are considering 
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Approaches that 

support 

integrated care: 

• capitation 

payment 

• disease-

specific per 

person, per 

year payment 

• needs 

assessment 

and care co-

ordination 

• risk sharing 

mechanisms 

• personal 

health budgets 

Approaches that 

support the 

reform of urgent 

and emergency 

care following 

review by Sir 

Bruce Keogh 

Approaches 

that support 

opportunities in 

planned care: 

• integrated 

outpatient 

tariff 

• marginal rate 

for elective 

care 

Mental health-

specific 

approaches: 

• bilateral risk-

sharing with 

outcomes 

• liaison 

psychiatry 

• secure and 

forensic 

services 

pathway 

• IAPT 

outcome-

based 

payment 

LOCAL PAYMENT DESIGN EXAMPLES 



Points of clarification on local payment design 

examples  

• Comment: With dementia liaison psychiatry is essential for unlocking care pathways. 

Seems it should be central and a large group. 

• Response: This is actually a small numbers of patients but we do recognise the high 

cost. 

• Comment: What about community services? 

• Response: Aware there are lots of block contracts; we are working on that to describe 

currencies for community services (maybe we should have an example). 

• Comment: There is the danger of making a complicated set of rules even more 

complicated. Have to design it locally, being told how to do it is irrelevant. Don’t want to 

be told how to do integrated care. Do want local health economies to generate and then 

share examples but not to have them mandated. 
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LOCAL PAYMENT DESIGN EXAMPLES 



Questions and summary of responses for group 

discussion 

30 

LOCAL PAYMENT DESIGN EXAMPLES 

Questions Responses 

Is it helpful to make local payment design 

examples available? 

• Yes, although context is important and they need to be specific and detailed 

• Marginal elective care tariff is unhelpful. It hasn’t worked for emergency where 

there are current capacity issues at most trusts. The cost of understanding 

additional activity over the plan is often at a premium (eg weekend working). 

Do the proposed payment examples cover 

the right combination of services? 

• Any examples of delayed discharge or step-down/intermediate care tariffs to 

reimburse providers for patients still in their beds who don’t need to be 

• GP services 

• Ambulatory care 

• More community activity 

• Children’s services 

What information would you require for the 

payment examples to be useful to you? 

• Pathway definition  

• Shared information with pilot trust KPIs 

• Clear definitions about what is included in how outcomes can be measured 

• Website of examples would be useful 

• Who has tried the examples – can we talk to them? 

What support would your local health 

economy require in order to be able to 

implement 1 (or more) of the proposed 

payment examples? 

• Providers need support systems to capture this data in patient admin systems, 

not separate databases 

• Levers for influencing GP behaviour 

• Support in collecting and evaluating the data needed to be able to track 

payments/impact 

• Guidance useful but must be clearly trialled first 



Group discussion: your 

key issues for 2015/16 



Key issues and questions for 2015/16 
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KEY ISSUES 

Key issue Questions for groups to consider 

Tariff leakage • What forms of leakage are not in the best interest of patients? 

• When is it appropriate to adjust national prices for leakage? 

Transitional 

arrangements 

• What do you expect to be the impact of the proposed removal of the transitional arrangements? 

• How can we ensure appropriate risk sharing between commissioners and providers (specifically for this proposal)? 

Maternity 

Pathway 

• What are the current constraints to applying the maternity pathway payment in the best interests of patients? 

• What support can NHS England and Monitor offer at operational level to support application of the pathway payment? 

• What do you expect to be the impact of adding factors for allocating the pathways? 

Cost uplifts • Is a disaggregated approach materially better than a simple one (eg RPI)? 

• What types of information should be considered (and can you provide) when setting the service development uplift? 

Best practice 

tariffs (BPT)  

and 

incentives 

• For the proposed new BPT for heart failure, what are the costs and benefits of basing it on information submitted to 

the auditor including care practices? 

• What information should be considered (and can you provide) when deciding whether to move to higher thresholds 

for existing BPTs? 

Local 

payment 

arrangements 

(LPAs) 

• What do commissioners and providers need to ensure that LPAs are implemented in the best interest of patients? 

• How should we encourage the sharing of best practice LPAs? 

Modelling 

national 

prices 

• What principles should guide any manual adjustments we make to modelled prices? 

• What adjustments need to be made to reference costs to ensure that national prices only reflect efficient costs of 

providing services? 

Specialist 

top-ups 

• How do specialist top-ups currently affect your organisation? 

• What should guide future changes to specialist top-ups? 



Feedback 

• It is important to get a clear definition and supporting evidence for leakage as well as 

guidance (there seems to be an implication that it is not benefitting patients). There are 

numerous dynamics conflating the issue which need to be unpicked. 

• Leakage is the wrong term. The efficiency target is too onerous on providers – leakage is 

the only way to ensure they survive. 

• The policy to control leakage is inappropriate if we do not understand the elements of it 

properly. 

• All trusts should not be penalised for what only some do. 

• Don’t lose the capability for CCGs and providers to work together to fix local problems 

with a bit flexible financing. 
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KEY ISSUES - Tariff Leakage 

Questions for groups 

What forms of leakage are not in the best interest of patients? 

When is it appropriate to adjust national prices for leakage? 



 

Feedback 

• Have all trusts implemented equally? 

• Maternity dataset is not there yet 

• Benchmarking for diagnostics rates would be really helpful 

• Clearer guidance needed on unmatched SUS data; there is currently an unclear logic for 

matching etc 
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KEY ISSUES – Transitional Arrangements 

Questions for groups 

What do you expect to be the impact of the proposed removal of the transitional arrangements? 

How can we ensure appropriate risk sharing between commissioners and providers (specifically for 

this proposal)? 



 

Feedback 

• Unforeseen consequences, difficulties with data, resource intensity of P2P contracts, CCGs being 

double charged. 

• All agree that the system has been introduced without essential IT backup (recording of info, national 

database) and there are major information problems. Full post-implementation review needed. 

• Transparency over whether the standard pathway covers cost of some patients developing 

pregnancy related factors. 

• Resource issues of providers contracting with other providers (debt collection etc). 

• Need pragmatism – agree case mix % at start of year based on audit and use for whole year. 

• Changes to criteria are ok but real issues are bigger (pathway clarity, consistency of criteria, inter-

provider charging). 

• Where new factors are introduced, we should be able to amend the level of care for patients part way 

through. 

• Better if charge CCG per attendance but number of attendances capped? 
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KEY ISSUES – Maternity 

Questions for groups 

What are the current constraints to applying the maternity pathway payment in the best interests of 

patients? 

What support can NHS England and Monitor offer at operational level to support application of the 

pathway payment? 

What do you expect to be the impact of adding factors for allocating the pathways? 



 

Feedback 

• Yes, disaggregated approach better than simple (too simplistic for NHS) and could be 

extended to reflect the different cost inputs/services. 

• Real need for transparency on how this is made up particularly for service development – 

commissioners and providers will use this to negotiate on any other local investments 

(eg 7 day working). 

• Is there any national overview on potential efficiencies on CNST as this is soaking up 

significant resources? 

• Need granularity. 

• Need to retrospectively review; eg was last year’s uplift sufficient and does it match 

changes in cost reported in provider’s accounts? 

• Last year’s uplift did not get anywhere near to covering the real cost of Francis, next 

phase of 7 day working (as trusts have not been able to implement in a big bang), NICE, 

safer staffing. 
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KEY ISSUES – Cost Uplifts 

Questions for groups 

Is a disaggregated approach materially better than a simple one (eg RPI)? 

What types of information should consider (and can you provide) when setting the service 

development uplift? 



Feedback 

• Publicise future direction of travel and forthcoming BPTs well in advance to give time to 

achieve (eg new heart failure BPT) 

• Need to incentivise transition to BPT, not penalise providers 

• Phased changes are best solutions for providers and trusts 
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KEY ISSUES – Best Practice Tariffs (BPT) and 

Incentives 

Questions for groups 

For the proposed new BPT for heart failure what are the costs and benefits of basing it on information 

submitted to the auditor including care practices? 

What information should be considered (and can you provide) when deciding whether to move to 

higher thresholds for existing BPTs? 



Feedback 

• Don’t agree with the underlying assumption that price drives service value 

• Patient value needs defining – get patients to define what outcomes they want 

• KPIs needed to drive quality of care, build evaluation into the process – after action 

review 

• Overall take a longer term approach to LPAs 
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KEY ISSUES – Local Payment Arrangements 

(LPAs)   

Questions for groups 

What do commissioners and providers need to ensure that LPAs are implemented in the best interest of 

patients? 

How should we encourage the sharing of best practice LPAs? 



Feedback 

• If complex is cheaper than non-complex, fix price at same for both 

• Significant changes (year on year) may require averaging 

• Concentrate on common HRGs only 

• Comparison to PLICs output (in time) 

• Check CQC rating – may exclude data 

• Are reference costs a waste of time? 
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KEY ISSUES – Modeling National Prices 

Questions for groups 

What principles should guide any manual adjustments we make to modelled prices? 

What adjustments need to be made to reference costs to ensure that national prices only reflect 

efficient costs of providing services? 



Feedback 

• Need to move away from ‘one size fits all’ for providers; specialist top-ups too crude to 

reflect differences 

• Link between specialist services and top-ups is causing problems 

• Phase the changes to top-ups to ensure sustainability 
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KEY ISSUES – Specialist Top-ups 

Questions for groups 

How do specialist top-ups currently affect your organisation? 

What should guide future changes to specialist top-ups? 



Enforcing the national tariff 



Ideas for enforcing the national tariff -  

key points from talk* 

• 2014/15 is the first year with a legal basis for enforcing the national tariff 

• 2014/15 through to 2015/16 – keen not to go straight to enforcement but rather 

would want to understand issues to do with compliance (eg difficulties you’re facing, 

why people may not be following the national tariff) 

• 3 part strategy: 

– pragmatic short term improvements in transparency 

– series of step changes in use and quality of data 

– clean sheet redesign of how we do enforcement to drive out some of the 

unintended consequences from payment by results (perverse incentives need 

to be addressed with the sector) 
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ENFORCING THE NATIONAL TARIFF 

* Slides were not used for this talk 



Ideas for enforcing the national tariff 

Feedback 

• Find out what others have done and publish local variations 

• If there isn’t compliance, work out why; ensure rules are consistent and clear before 

publication 

• Simplify process for local variations and modifications 

• Ensuring all parts of the system comply equally 

• Reintroduce the code of conduct that used to exist under PbR 

• Ensure information sources in place before look at service change 

• Safe haven for information sharing – doesn’t breach confidentiality/commercial 

confidence 

• Needs an independent arbiter 

• Simplify tariff document (used to be 1, now there are several) 

• Clarify consequences if a local agreement is deemed non-compliant 

• Conduct random audits 

• Need consistency of approach across all sectors; eg system resilience 

funding appears to encourage CCGs to pay outside tariff arrangements 
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ENFORCING THE NATIONAL TARIFF 

Question for groups 

Thinking about the proposals and ideas you’ve discussed today, how can we ensure that their 

implementation at local level complies with the rules and principles in the national tariff?  



Ideas for enforcing the national tariff 
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ENFORCING THE NATIONAL TARIFF 

The remaining slides are from the group discussions that took place at both the Leeds and 

London Events.  



Ideas for enforcing the national tariff 
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ENFORCING THE NATIONAL TARIFF 

Discussions from the Leeds Event 















































































Ideas for enforcing the national tariff 
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ENFORCING THE NATIONAL TARIFF 

Discussions from the London Event 












































































